Although there has been some researches about virtual cell manufacturing system, the existing literature lack of discussion about the scheduling model that considering with bottleneck machines in the virtual cells. In view of this deficiency and the new characteristics of the batch splitting problem, this paper considered the batch splitting (or lot splitting) problem in scheduling of virtual manufacturing cells with bottlenecks and multiple machine types, and each of which has several identical machines. In consideration of the hierarchical decision structure of the problem, we developed a bi-level multi-objective mathematical model. Scheduling results and batch splitting strategies of both bottleneck and non-bottleneck machines are given in separate decision levels and additional scheduling objectives are improved in the second model level, while maintaining the maximum use of the bottleneck machine ability. In order to demonstrate how this approach works, application example was shown in this paper.
Introduction
In order to obtain the benefits of virtual manufacturing cells system (VMCS), one of the most important problems is the implementation of VCMS scheduling system. In view of the defect that considers batch and scheduling problem separately, virtual cell scheduling process must take batch problems into account. In a virtual manufacturing cell, batch splitting is the key element that must be considered in management activities. Previous researches pay more attention to the batch splitting problem that caused by bottleneck machine and move pattern of the processing objects, but ignore a significant aspect. As we all know, in the single production system with features of large-scale and complex, batch splitting can't be ignored when discussing virtual cell scheduling because of the widely existing phenomenon of "Master many skills while specializing in one" of machine and identical machines in these enterprises. In addition, in the production system with bottleneck resources, isolated consider bottleneck position and batch will lead to deviation of the production operation plan in the process of implementing. Therefore, in view of the characteristics of the virtual cell batch splitting problem, this article study the batch splitting activity in scheduling of virtual manufacturing cells with capacity constraints. This problem has a hierarchical decision structure, so this paper attempts to decompose and simplify the problem base on the existing researches, and propose a bi-level multi-objective mathematical model to solve the scheduling strategy.
Batch splitting or lot splitting is a concept in which a large production lot is split into smaller sublots so that its operations at successive stations can be overlapped and its progress accelerated. Fig  1 is the schematic diagram of the lot splitting activity caused by identical machines. Batch splitting method is first introduced by Reiter [2] , later, many scholars give further research to this method.
Mohamad [3] , Defersha [4] , Pan [5] , Pan [6] et al discuss the lot splitting in flow-line production system. Chinyao [7] , Rahime [8] , Taofeng Ye [9] et al investigate the lot splitting in a jobs hop production system. Saricicek [10] focuses on the problem of scheduling n independent jobs to be processed on m identical parallel machines with the aim of minimizing the total tardiness of the jobs considering a job splitting property. As the lot splitting concept has been used widely to improve the makespan in production system, most researches have investigated the flow shop or job shop production systems; however, cell especially virtual cell manufacturing systems have received much less attention, relatively. Suer [11] , Lockwood [12] and Defersha [13] et al study the design problem of cell manufacturing systems with lot splitting. Ahkioon et al. [14] formulated the integrated approach to CMS design as the non-linear mixed-integer programming model incorporating production planning and system reconfiguration decisions with the presence of alternate process routings, operation sequence, duplicate machines, machine capacity and lot splitting. Saadettin [15] developed two mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulations with and without batch splitting to research the virtual cell scheduling problem. Kia [16] solving a group layout design model of a dynamic cellular manufacturing system with alternative process routings, lot splitting and flexible reconfiguration by simulated annealing. From the above analysis of literature, we know that, in different manufacturing system, the causes of batch splitting is different, such as the batch splitting in parallel production line, under different delivery date, and those caused by system bottlenecks. But in the virtual cell production organization mode, there are multiple machine types, each of which has several identical machines, so each operation can have not only one choice, which is to say, when discussing virtual cell scheduling problem, the batch splitting problem must be taken into consideration. But most of the existing researches about virtual cell scheduling problem consider the production batch as known parameters, and there are few study of the batch splitting problem caused by bottleneck machine and identical machines, because the split of the batch greatly increased the scheduling difficulty. However, in practical production, scheduling problem with the feature of lot splitting is common. In addition, without considering the resources capacity constraints of the bottleneck and the batch splitting caused by the bottleneck machine, system load balance and the production efficiency will be affected greatly, so researches must consider using bottleneck management to optimize the virtual manufacturing cell scheduling process.
Problem Description
The motivation to propose bi-level mathematical model is three fold. Firstly, in order to achieve the steps in the TOC procedure, two machine types must be managed, bottleneck and non-bottleneck machines, in separate decision levels. Slack the capacity constraints of the bottleneck machining, scheduling the hardest bottleneck machines, then arrange the non-bottleneck machines, to gain the feasible scheduling scheme. Secondly, batch strategies in bottleneck and non-bottleneck machines are different, and this should be solved by a hierarchical decision model. For bottleneck machines, processing batch size should as big as possible, so as to improve the utilization, and increase output. For non-bottleneck machines, processing batch size should as small as possible, in order to shorten the lead time, and reduce the work in process. It also leads to the different model objectives of the two model levels. Thirdly, although using single model to describe the comprehensive integration problems of multi-level production plan can quite comprehensively consider all sorts of constraint, the complexity of the model is very high. If integrate the batch plan and operation sequence together, the solution difficulty will be higher. Therefore this paper discusses the batch splitting activity in
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Information Technology Applications in Industry scheduling of virtual manufacturing cells with capacity constraints using bi-level multi-objective mathematical model based on the concept of multistage decomposition and coordination model. From the above causes, it is not difficult to discover that the first level of the model aims at minimizing idle time on the bottleneck machine so as to generate the initial schedule scheme. Because the makespan and travelling distance performances is particularly important in virtual cell scheduling, therefore, by applying the batch splitting technique, the second level model minimize the sum of the weighted makespan and weighted total travelling distance, while maintaining the bottleneck sequence obtained from the first level decision. In addition, there are other goals, and we can discretionarily take them as the model objectives according to the situation. By using the concept of transfer lot, the waiting time on each machine is reduced because of the existence of the overlapped operations. Each job type can visit different machine types so operation sequences are vary. Every machine type consists of more than one identical machine. So for each operation of any job type, there exists not only one alternative.
Since there are several routes for each machine type, all parts in any job type want to take the nearest total travelling distance route, but this will deteriorate the makespan performance. So, when consider batch splitting, it is sensible to say that there is a conflict between two different objectives. Batch splitting also increases the total number of operations since one operation of any job may be divided into more than one. So the second level gives the complete scheduling solution, ensures the maximize use of the bottleneck machines and the whole system through time, it must decide the following things: which individual machine is selected in machine type, how many parts in any job are processed on any specific machine, and when the operations should start.
Model Building
The Proposed Mathematical Method. With the hierarchical decision structures, many planning and scheduling problems can be modeled using a multi-level programming model. Different levels are interdependent and there exist conflict objectives. Bi-level programming model has two decision levels, and they are relying on each other. The general formulation of the bi-level programming model is given as Eq.1 (Colson[17] ). This text develops a bi-level programming model for the virtual cell scheduling problem with the feature of batch splitting. On the first level, the objective is to minimize the idle time of the bottleneck machines by using the concept of transfer lot to allow overlapped operations. The result of this step is to find the processing order that has the minimizing idle time of the bottleneck machine. The lower level is similar with the upper level model, the changes are as follows:
1）Additional restrictions on the bottleneck to guarantee the processing order; 2）Consider different objective functions.
Model Assumption. Model assumptions are as follow: (1) the bottleneck machines are known, (2) all the parameters are certain and known, (3) the virtual cell formation has been finished. (4) Transfer lot size of each job is constant, (5) jobs to be scheduled are ready at time zero and no new part arrivals are accepted until the completion of the scheduling, (6) no re-entrant job, (7) each device can only process a task in any time, (8) no interrupt is allowed when the task start. 
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The second level model： ： ： ： 
In order to ensure the processing orders on the bottleneck machine, the second level model should first meet constraint (10) and (11) .
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The first level objective, Eq.2 is to minimize the idle time of the bottleneck machines. That is the completion time of the bottleneck minus the processing time of the bottleneck machine, and the goal is to maximize the use of the bottleneck machine ability. Eq.3 precedence constraints, Eq.4 machine conflict constraints. Eq.5 is the sum of the waiting time between different transfer lots, and when the processing time of the preceding process is less than the succeeding process, it is zero; otherwise, the calculation method of it is shown in Fig. 2 below. Eq.6 is the earliest starting time constraint when using transfer lot. Non-negativity constraints and binary constraints are shown in Eq.7 and Eq.8, respectively.
The second level objective, Eq.9 is to minimize the total weighted completion time and weighted transportation distance. Eq.10 and Eq.11 ensure the processing order on the bottleneck machine that obtained in the first level. Eq.12 indicates that jobs in the prior stage must be finished before the start of the operation in the next stage. Eq.13 is either-or constraint; Parts coming from the previous machine must be processed in the free time of the next machine. Eq.14 requires that the makespan is equal or great than the completion time of all the work in the system. Eq.15 is either-or constraint too; at any time there always exist one constraint that is established, so as to ensure that different works can be processed at different time. Eq.16 requires that the sum of jobs processed in the previous machine types of any job must be equal to the batch size. Eq.17 guarantees the number of jobs coming to the machine must be equal to the number of jobs processing on the machine. Eq.18, Eq.19 and Eq.20 are non-negativity constraints. Eq.21 and Eq.22 are binary constraints. Fig. 4 . From Fig. 4 , we can clearly see that after batch splitting, the utilization rate of the machines improved significantly. The specific process number of each job and the new process route after batch splitting are shown in Fig. 5 . 
Conclusions
This paper mainly discusses bottleneck management and batch spitting problem in virtual cell scheduling system. We consider the situation that there are multiple jobs with different processing sequences and there are various machine types, each of which has more than one individual machine and there are bottleneck resources in the virtual cell. Based on the concept of TOC, we develop a bi-level mathematical programming model, so this article compensates for the lack of the theory that the existing literature lack of discussion about the scheduling model that considering with bottleneck machine and batch splitting problem in the VCMS.
The results of the case study show that the proposed bi-level mathematical model can give the scheduling strategies of the bottleneck and non-bottleneck machines, in separate decision levels. In addition, it also shows that in virtual cell manufacturing system, discussion of batch splitting problem is very necessary. Because that in consideration of the system bottlenecks, model with batch splitting can obtain more satisfactory results, and scheduling solution that given by this method is more actual.
As batch splitting makes the scheduling activities more complicated because the total number of operations that must be considered increases, some metaheuristic approaches such as genetic algorithm, ant colony optimization, tabu search, etc. can be applied to the problem, to obtain near optimal results in a shorter computational time or provide solutions for both decision levels simultaneously.
